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ABSTRACT
Tables are ubiquitous. Unfortunately, no search engine sup-
ports table search. In this paper, we propose a novel table
specific searching engine, TableSeer, to facilitate the table
extracting, indexing, searching, and sharing. In addition,
we propose an extensive set of medium-independent meta-
data to precisely present tables. Given a query, TableSeer
ranks the returned results using an innovative ranking algo-
rithm – TableRank with a tailored vector space model and
a novel term weighting scheme. Experimental results show
that TableSeer outperforms existing search engines on table
search. In addition, incorporating multiple weighting factors
can significantly improve the ranking results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval – search process

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Documentation, Performance,
Design

Keywords
Table search, table crawler, table metadata, table extrac-
tion, table indexing, table ranking

1. INTRODUCTION
Tables appear everywhere, from web pages to scientific

publications, from financial reports to news papers. Scien-
tists always use tables to display the latest experimental re-
sults or statistical data. Tables have gradually accumulated
a huge amount of valuable information as the explosive de-
velopment of the Internet. However, current search engines
do not support the table search. When applying a table
search query, end-users will receive a flood of unwanted and
sometimes unsolicited results from them. Moreover, among
the returned documents, the ranking order of the top n re-
sults does not precisely reflect the relevance to the queries.
Table searching is a challenging problem because of three
reasons: the incapability of current search engines to recog-
nize table contents, the impropriate ranking schemes, and
the lack of a standard table representation scheme.
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Figure 1: TableRank in the TableSeer System

Our paper has three main contributions: a table search en-
gine TableSeer, an innovative table ranking algorithm TableR-
ank, and an extensive set of table metadata. Although
table-related research received considerable attention, most
of them focus on the table extraction from a specific docu-
ment medium. Although some researchers try to associate
the table extraction with question answering (QA) or infor-
mation retrieval (IR) [5] [6], none of them provides a real
table search engine. To the best of our knowledge, Table-
Seer is the first search engine for table search. Empirical
results show that TableSeer achieves encouraging results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the architecture of TableSeer with explanation
for each part. Section 3 discusses the experiment and the
result analysis. Section 4 is the conclusion.

2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF TABLESEER
Figure 1 highlights the procedure of the TableSeer in han-

dling the table search queries. TableSeer crawls documents
from the web, classifies them into two groups (document
with/without tables) and discards the latter, extracts the
metadata [4][3] for each table, and ranks the tables in re-
sponse to the user query with the TableRank algorithm.

2.1 Table Crawler
TableSeer harvests online scientific documents by crawl-

ing open-access digital libraries and scientists’ web pages.
The crawler supports a number of document media, such
as PDF, HTML, WORD, PowerPoint, etc. In this paper,
we focus on scientific documents in PDF format because it
gains popularity in digital libraries and is overlooked in the
table extraction and information retrieval fields.

2.2 Table Metadata Extraction and Indexing
We design a universal table metadata representation scheme

by classifying the table metadata into six mutually exclu-
sive categories: 1) table environment/geography (document-
level), 2) table-frame metadata, 3) table affiliated metadata,
4) table-layout metadata, 5) table cell-content metadata,
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6) and table-type metadata. For each identified table, a
corresponding table metadata file is created. We design a
page box-cutting method to detect and extract table meta-
data (see details in [4]). Table metadata indexer adopts the
Lucene Index Toolbox1to index and rate the <query, table>
pairs instead of the <query, document> pairs. To index a
table, a “document” is created where the table metadata fill
the “fields”.

2.3 Table Ranking
TableSeer search engine adopts an novel table ranking al-

gorithm – TableRank. TableRank tailors the classical vector
space model [1] to calculate the relevance of each <table,
query> pair. As shown in Table 1, each row represents the
vector of a table tbj or a query q. All the table vectors and
query vectors construct a vector matrix. Each table row is
compose of k metadata and each metadata is composed of a
set of alphabetically ordered terms. wi,j,k is the term weight
of the ith term in the kth metadata of the table tbj and wi,q,k

refers to the term weight of the ith query term in the kth

metadata. To determine wi,j,k, we design an novel term
weighting scheme: Table Term Frequency - Inverse Table
Term Frequency (TTF-ITTF), a tailored TF-IDF [2] weight-
ing scheme. Compared with TF-IDF, TTF-ITTF has two
major advantages. First, it calculates the term frequency
in the table metadata file instead of the document. Sec-
ond, it calculates the weight of a term with a comprehensive
consideration at three levels: the term, the table, and the
document level. Cosine measure is used to determine the
similarity between the query vectors and the table vectors.
The details of the ranking algorithm can be seen in [3].

Table 1: The Vector Space for Tables and Queries
m1(MW1) ... mk(MWk) tlb dlb

t1,1 ... tx,1 t1,k ... tz,k ... ...

tb1 w1,1,1 ... wx,1,1 w1,1,k ... wz,1,k ... ...
tb2 w1,2,1 ... wx,2,1 w1,2,k ... wz,2,k ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
tbb w1,b,1 ... wx,b,1 w1,b,k ... wz,b,k ... ...

q w1,q,1 w1,q,k ... ...
ittf ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

2.4 Query Interface
TableSeer consists of two levels of search: basic search and

advanced search. Basic search allows the search with one or
more simple search keywords. For the advanced searching,
users can set more complex queries. To facilitate the re-
sult browsing, TableSeer provides a user-friendly interface to
present the ranked results (see Figure 2). For each matched
table, it not only lists the basic document information (e.g.,
the document title, the author and the affiliation), highlights
the reference texts to the table in the document, but also
provides the links for the original PDF document, the table
metadata file, and the snapshot of the matched tables.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The total crawled 10000 PDF documents come from three

sources: scientific digital libraries (Royal Chemistry Soci-
ety), the web pages of research scientists in chemistry de-
partments in universities, and the CiteSeer archive. We
performed a five-user study to evaluate the performance of
our TableSeer. The evaluation metrics are precision and re-
call. The experiment on table detection is conducted on a

1http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html
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Figure 2: An Example of the Query Results by Basic

Search

document set with 200 randomly selected PDF documents.
Based on testers, the precision and the recall values of table
metadata extraction are over 95% respectively. In order to
evaluate the TableRank, we established a “golden standard”
to define the “correct” ranking based on human judgement
and apply pairwise accuracy to evaluate the ranking qual-
ity. We also set up the common test-bed with the manually
“bottom-up” method and the custom search engine method.
Experimental results show that TableSeer outperforms ex-
isting search engines on table search. In addition, incorpo-
rating multiple weighting factors can significantly improve
the ranking results (See details in [3]).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present the TableSeer system that arms

with a novel table ranking algorithm, TableRank, to retrieve
the tables contained in Web and digital libraries. There are
several areas in which we still hope to make progress. First,
currently we focus on the scientific documents in PDF for-
mat. Next, we will extend to handle other kinds of doc-
uments in Web. Second, although we present preliminary
results showing the effect of the impact factors proposed,
many parameter settings are based on empirical studies. In
the future, more extensive experiments are needed to deter-
mine more suitable parameter settings.
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